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[Experiment] = [known factors] x  [CKM]  x [hadronic matrix elements]
     LQCD

LQCD: Theoretical framework for 1st principles QCD computations

quark masses

hadronic effects to Weak Matrix Elements 
                                                 

among many observables LQCD is indispensable for the 
precise evaluation of ...  



  

LQCD: Theoretical framework for 1st principles QCD computations

quark masses

hadronic effects to Weak Matrix Elements 
                                                 

among many observables LQCD is indispensable for the 
precise evaluation of ...  

Precision Flavour Physics requires broad cooperation of Theory and Experiment   

Indirect probe of higher scales than directly accessible 
                         (New Physics)

                                                                              

[Experiment] = [known factors] x  [CKM]  x [hadronic matrix elements]
     LQCD



  

fB fBsmb

fundamental SM parameter

enters as input 
in Higgs decays:  

¿in B-decays inclusive: 
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[Belle, BaBar]

+W+, H+

lattice CKM prediction

(to lowest order)
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fB fBsmb

[see CMS + LHCb (joint analysis)]

(1411.4413)

rare decays

oscillations



  

LQCD simulations: landscape

simulations at mps ~ mπ (or very close)
C.L. (a  0) with scaling a→ 2
realistic dynamical quark setup (u/d, s, c: 2+1, 2+1+1, 1+1+1+1) 

non perturbative schemes for operators renormalisation  
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LQCD simulations: scales
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Hence, in practice it is still not possible to simulate 
reliably the b-quark mass  

Typical current lat. spacings

But even for simulations at higher pion masses Mps ~ 200 MeV,  
the CPU cost is O(50-100) larger than the most expensive
todays LQCD simulations



  

B-physics on the Lattice

Is it possible to set under control discretisation errors when                 ?

A variety of proposals based on the use of effective theories for dealing 
with valence b-quark effects: 

Relativistic heavy quark actions designed to reduce lattice artifacts  [FNAL, RBC]  

  [HPQCD]  NRQCD action  

  [ALPHA]  HQET and non perturbative matching to QCD   

  [ETMC]  Chain of ratios for (relativistic) mh > mc & HQET scaling laws  
(ratio method)  

The more (and of different systematics) setups are in play the better control 
(and confidence)  on h-quark systematic uncertainties  is gained for the lattice 
evaluation of B-observables.  



  

ETMC simulations

Action: MtmWilson + Iwasaki glue (+ valence tm/OS)

Frezzotti & Rossi, hep-lat/0306014, hep-lat/0311008, hep-lat/0407002

ETMC  1004.5284, 1005.2042, 1403.4504

phys. input

(Smearing to isolate ground state)



  

Ratio Method - 1 [ETMC, 0909.3187,  1107.1441, 
1308.1851]

Sequence of h-quark masses: 

. . . . . .

charm - region bottom - region

Compute on the lattice a quantity that depends on h-quark: 

smooth scaling behaviour (cutoff errors under good control)  is expected only for 
mh  in charm-region (e.g n=1 in our h-mass sequence). 

Ratios are also expected to show good scaling behaviour even for mh away from  charm-region:  



  

Ratio Method - 2 [ETMC, 0909.3187,  1107.1441, 
1308.1851]

Sequence of h-quark masses: 

. . . . . .

charm - region bottom - region

Choose Q(mh) described by some HQET scaling law;  

  [static limit for ratios is exactly known] 

Ratios:  



  

Ratio Method - 3 [ETMC, 0909.3187,  1107.1441, 
1308.1851]

Sequence of h-quark masses: 

. . . . . .

charm - region bottom - region

             Interpolation
          (HQET inspired)
 of ratios in the b-region using 
 safely computed relativistic 
 data and the exact static limit 

well-controlled CL 
computation in the c-region

ratios safely computed to C.L. thanks to 
partial cancellation of systematics 

chain equation



  

Ratio Method - 4 [ETMC, 0909.3187,  1107.1441, 
1308.1851]

Sequence of h-quark masses: 

. . . . . .

charm - region bottom - region

             Interpolation
          (HQET inspired)
 of ratios in the b-region using 
 safely computed relativistic 
 data and the exact static limit 

well-controlled CL 
computation in the c-region

ratios safely computed to C.L. thanks to 
partial cancellation of systematics 

Tune     such that

 1) set

 2) make predictions for any other h-quark quantity through a similar chain
 procedure that ends up at  

chain equation



  

b-mass computation B-decay constants computation

γ : variation of this parameter allows further control 
     on systematics  

*

smoother scaling behaviour to the C.L.

scale setting is provided once extrapolations to C.L. @ mπ are done

                       dimensionless quantities:

[ ratio of pseudoscalar masses with 
  heavy-light/srange and charm-strange
  quark content ]

[ decay constant to pseudoscalar mass ratio 
  with heavy-light/strange quark content ] 
  



  

b-mass computation B-decay constants computation

asymptotic HQET conditions

static limit of ratios of Qm and Fhq exactly known (=1)



  

b-mass computation B-decay constants computation

safe scaling behaviour in the charm region

combined continuum & chiral fits



  

b-mass computation B-decay constants computation

[GeV][GeV]

well controlled discretisation effects of ratios (for mh > mc - region)

combined continuum & chiral fits



  

b-mass computation B-decay constants computation

ratio interpolation in the b-region



  

b-mass computation

chain equation

Satisfy chain equation by tuning step λ, such that

matches



  

b-mass computation B-decay constants computation

chain equation

Satisfy chain equation by tuning step λ, such that

matches

Apply the  chain equation up to 

to obtain

and multiplication with   MBs(expt) provides  



  

Similar strategy for the evaluation of  

mb / mc  

fBs / fB  

fB = fBs / (fBs / fB)  



  

Results



  

b-mass

error budget



  

mb / mc  

From mc/ms = 11.62(16)(1) (ETMC 1403.4504) we can easily determine

mb/ms =51.4 (1.1)stat+fit (0.9)syst [1.4] 

mb/mc = 4.42 (3)stat+fit (8)syst [8] 

(HPQCD '14: mb/ms =52.55 (55), Chakraborty et al. 1408.4169)

error budget



  

B-decay constants

[ETMC 1411.7908]

error budget



  

B-decay constants

[weak dependence on number of dynamical flavours]
[all results compatible within errors]



  

High precision computation of b-quark mass and pseudoscalar B-decay 
constants with ETMC 2+1+1 gauge ensembles employing ratio method.  

Accurate study of the systematics thanks to new variants of ratios 
used in the present  analysis. 
(  Much → reduced total uncertainty wrt ETMC  Nf=2 (2013) results)

Ratio Method 
computationally cheap 
no need for explicit computation in effective theory  

Conclusions



  

Conclusions

High precision computation of b-quark mass and pseudoscalar B-decay 
constants with ETMC 2+1+1 gauge ensembles employing ratio method.  

Ratio Method 
computationally cheap 
no need for explicit computation in effective theory  

Thank you for your attention!

Accurate study of the systematics thanks to new variants of ratios 
used in the present  analysis. 
(  Much → reduced total uncertainty wrt ETMC  Nf=2 (2013) results)



  

Extra slides



  

Untwisted mass tuned to its critical value Mcr

Nf=2+1+1 MtmWilson + Iwasaki glue (+ tm/OS)

Frezzotti & Rossi, hep-lat/0306014, hep-lat/0311008, hep-lat/0407002

Baron et al.  1004.5284, 1005.2042, Carrasco et al. 1403.4504

[sea]

[valence]

unitarity: match sea and val q-masses in terms of meson masses
automatic O(a) improvement [O(a2μq) for mesons with r1 = -r2]
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Simulation parameters

measurements on  1:20 thermalised gauge conf + blocking 

 error analysis: jackknife + bootstrap for fit cross correlations 
RCs from RI-MOM on separate Nf=4 ensembles   
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Correlators

light & strange : one-end trick
charm & heavier : gaussian smearing  on sink / source 

  → (LL, SL, LS, SS)  GEVP→



  

(HQET asymptotic condition)

ratio

(known to N3LO; 
strong cancellations in ratios →
sub % effect to final results)

(extrapolate in CL + phys. light quark )

[GeV] [GeV][max. discr. effects ~ 1 %]

b-mass computation

γ : parameter [0, 0.9] 
     no need to tune it. 
     used for better control of  
     syst. discr. effects, 
     ratio interpolation fit to b-mass 



  

(HQET asymptotic conditions)

Ratios in the B-decay constants computation

ratios

[max. discr. effects ~ 1-2 %]
[GeV] [GeV]

 fBs case



  

 fBs / fB 

 
For better control of the chiral fit (suppressed log contribution) 

triggering point

Fit ansatze: polinomial & SU(2) ChPT+HMChPT 



  

(Combined continuum & chiral fits for ratios in the fBs/fB computation)

 fBs / fB 



  

interpolation in the b-region

from the chain ratio procedure we get  

multiplication with   

 fBs / fB 
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